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Thanks:
Today on LinkedIn, Brian Sanya Mondoh asked me to write a document summarizing my
thoughts on DAO’s. I wish to thank Brian for prompting me to write this doc. I hope you
and other readers will find it very useful when contemplating DAO’s.
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Introduction:
I like the concept of a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO). It potentially offers
new ways of doing things without a centralized component. However, what I don’t like is
taking a tech tool and using it to base design upon i.e., blockchain. As this thought paper will
show, design should be based on requirements, which in turn leads to tech selection.
The legal complexity of DAO’s requires much new thought re:
• Proving who the DAO’s identity based on risk and law requirements
• Who the owner/controllers legally are (which might include AI systems and bots)
• Determining anonymously and legally who the DAO members are, if they’re above age
of consent or, if they’re human or an AI system/bot
• Based on risk, determining the legal identities of its members be they human or bots and
assigning them DAO authorization rights
• Based on risk, rapidly changing DAO membership with members
• Leveraging AI to run DAO services
DAO identification requirements will be based on risk and laws where applicable. So, in some
instances, creating a DAO leveraging Blockchain might be sufficient. HOWEVER, there will
likely be many other instances where the requirements are different.
Before diving into this, let’s first examine today’s rapidly changing legal identity requirements
for LLC’s and AI systems. Then, we’ll move on to the DAO identity discussion.
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AI Systems Today, In Some Jurisdictions on The Planet Can Legally
Own an LLC
Skim pages 6-7 of this paper, “Artificial Intelligence & Legal Identification”
(https://hvl.net/pdf/ArtificialIntelligenceLegalIdentificationMarch2020.pdf). It lays out how it’s
today possible in many jurisdictions for an AI system to own a LLC. Which begs the dumb
question, “How will the AI system be legally identified?”. Today, on the planet, there isn’t a
legal identity framework for AI systems and bots.
To address this, skim this architecture doc:
• “Creating AI Systems/Bots Legal Identity Framework” https://hvl.net/pdf/CreatingAISystemsBotsLegalIdentityFramework.pdf
My point? Depending on risk, if an AI system becomes the controlling entity of a DAO,
then it too might have to have its legal identity determined. Yet, it’s much more
complicated than this. Why?

Speed At Which AI Systems Can Create Bots and TODA
An AI system in one jurisdiction, can create smart digital bots at speeds of thousands to hundreds
of thousands per second. IN THE NEXT INSTANCE, THEY CAN OPERATE IN ALL
OTHER JURISDICTIONS ON THE PLANET. Thus, transactional speeds are required to
legally identify AI systems and bots, which also requires confidentiality. Blockchain is a poor
choice to use to address this.
Which is why, a few years ago, when I came across TODA, I realized I was looking at a new
foundational piece re legal identity frameworks. Why? It’s:
• Confidential
• Transactionally very fast
• Doesn’t require third parties to verify a transaction
• Can quickly scale
SO, I STRONGLY URGE READERS TO SKIM THESE TWO DOCS:
• “TODA Primer” - https://engineering.todaq.net/TODA_Tech_Primer_v1.1.pdf
• “Legal Identity & TODA” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/legal-identity-toda-guyhuntington/
One of the planetary legal identity challenges for humans/AI systems bots and corporations is
that they’re often managed by laws/regs at the local state/province level. THUS, IT’S
EXTREMELY POLITICAL WITH LOTS OF TURF PROTECTION. Thus, any architecture
proposed for not only LLC’s AND DAO’s hypothetically must allow local jurisdictions to still
be in control but work to global standards.
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Add to this the fact that today most jurisdictions issue pieces of paper for the incorporation.
Thus, any new architecture proposed must be able to work physically and digitally, locally, and
globally, still allowing a local jurisdiction to manage incorporations but exporting digitally to
new global standards.
One of the features I really liked about TODA is its ability to emulate paper. So, a few years
ago, I took TODA and leveraged this. Skim this doc:
• Part II – Toda and LLC Incorporation” – https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-ii-todallc-incorporation-guy-huntington/
Now, bearing all the above in mind, let’s return to DAO identities…

DAO IDENTITY MUST BE BASED ON RISK
When the risk rises, DAO legal identification will be required. This requires confidentiality,
transactionally fast speeds, and the ability to prove on X date, at Y time, DAO Z was created.
Additionally, the DAO issuer must be able to prove that all the above occurred without the
possibility of the “double spend”. TODA is a great fit for this.
Further, based on risk, the controlling entitles of the DAO might be legally required to prove
their legal identities, as well as proving if they’re a human or an AI system/bot. This requires not
only the AI system/bot legal identity architecture described above, but also a new human legal
identity architecture. Skim this arch doc:
• “Rethinking Human Legal Identity” https://hvl.net/pdf/RethinkingHumanLegalIdentity.pdf

DAO Member Identities Must Be Based on Risk:
For some instances of DAO’s, the actual legal identity of its members won’t be important. An
example might be that the member is able to legally, anonymously prove if they’re a human or a
bot or, if they’re above or below age of consent.
As the risk rises the entities legal identity might be required. This could range from gender,
country they live in, through to their full legal name. The same applies to AI systems and bots
who might be members of a DAO.
I realized several years ago what was missing on the planet was a guiding set of identity
principles. So, I created them. Skim this, “Revised Principles of Identity” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/revised-laws-identity-guy-huntington/ .
Thus, based on risk, the DAO can set requirements for its memberships and leverage the new
architecture to solve it.
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Assigning DAO Relationships For DAO Members:
One of the challenges in today’s world is managing identity relationships. So, for some
instances of DAO membership simply possessing NFT’s will suffice. However, based on risk, a
legally tied identity relationship might be required between a DAO and its members. Which
begs the question how will this be done? Skim this:
• “Legal Identity Relationships” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/digital-identity-legalrelationships-its-problem-guy-huntington/
It leverages the ability to cryptographically cross-link different entities TODA files.
Hypothetically, a DAO could create TODA file linkages between itself and members, or portions
of its members.

Assigning DAO Authorization Rights to Its Members:
Authorization rights for DAO members might range from simplistic authorization say all
members can do “X:” to complex, fine grained authorization policies. Further, in today’s
complex world, DAO authorization rights might last for seconds through to years. Further, the
DAO might want to assign authorization rights to some of its members, with the ability for the
member in turn to delegate the authorization rights or portions thereof to other DAO members.
TODA offers the ability to create “TODA Capability Files” which are authorization rights. The
file can be time limited and also, hypothetically delgatable. I haven’t written about applying this
directly to DAO’s, but I have written about how within enterprises, these same tools can be used
to rethink enterprise identity architecture. Skim this doc to see a discussion of this:
• “Part IV – Toda Based Decentralized Enterprise Authentication and Authorization”
– https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-iv-toda-based-decentralized-enterprise-guyhuntington/
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DAO Members and Controllers Only Being AI Systems and Bots;
Skim these two papers from 2015:
• https://waitbutwhy.com/2015/01/artificial-intelligence-revolution-1.html
• https://waitbutwhy.com/2015/01/artificial-intelligence-revolution-2.html
The nub of them is they’re trying to predict when we’ll reach AGI (Artificial General
Intelligence) and ASI (Artificial Superintelligence). Experts in the fields median guesses were:
• AGI: 2030-2040
• ASI: 2060
Then skim these two recent articles:
• https://scitechdaily.com/major-breakthrough-as-quantum-computing-in-silicon-hits-99accuracy/ - showing we’re on the verge of being able to create quantum computer silicon
chips
• https://www.inverse.com/science/quantum-internet-future-teleportation - showing the
planet’s first quantum computing network
My point? The stage is being set for another computing revolution. It will spill over into AI
systems and bots, enhancing rapid development towards AGI and ASI. So, the planet needs to
get its head around the fact AI system and bots will increasingly be “smart” and able to do things
in hives etc. planet wide. Given this, come with me on a journey only a few years down the road.
Hypothetically, it will be possible for AI systems and bots to create their own DAO’s, be
members without humans, and run the DAO on their own. Further, the speed at which this can
occur will shrink to seconds. YIKES! Thus, any architecture created for DAO’s, at the least,
must bear this in mind now as the technoids and legal folks debate how they’re going to work.
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Summary:
I hope your eyes are wide open. Yes, it’s complicated. No one tech isn’t going to solve it. Yes,
depending on risk, jurisdictions laws and regs will need to be either adjusted or created for
DAO’s.
Underneath most of this, will be the requirements to be able to:
• Rapidly create DAO’s with legal identities as and when required
• Based on risk, determine the legal identities of owners/controllers of DAO’s
• Based on risk, give DAO’s the ability to legally, anonymously prove if their members are
humans or bots or, if the human is above or below age of consent
• Based on risk, be able to legally determine the identities of both humans and AI systems
members of DAO’s
• Assign members, as and when required, with legal identity relationships with the DAO
• Give DAO’s the ability to create delgatable authorization rights to its members, which
might also be time based on seconds to years
• Have the ability to create DAO’s where its only members are AI systems and bots
Contact me if you’d like to chat:
Guy’s Contact Information:

Guy Huntington
President Huntington Ventures Ltd.
“The Business of Identity Management”
https://www.hvl.net/
cell: 1-780-289-2776
LinkedIn: https://ca.linkedin.com/in/ghuntington
He lives in West Vancouver, BC, Canada
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About the Author:
Guy Huntington is a veteran identity architect, program and project manager who’s lead as well
as rescued many large identity projects with many of them involving identity federation. His past
clients include Boeing, Capital One, Kaiser Permanente, WestJet, Government of Alberta’s
Digital Citizen Identity and Authentication Program and Alberta Blue Cross. As one of his past
clients said “He is a great find, because he is able to do high quality strategic work but is also
well-versed in project management and technical details, so he can traverse easily from wide to
deep. With Guy, you get skills that would typically be encompassed in a small team of people.”
For the last six years, he’s been thinking, writing, and searching for new pieces with which to
rethink both human and AI System/Bot legal identities, corporate identities, as well as also
rethinking learning. He’s created architectures addressing this.
Guy consults on this.
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